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Abstract
Stable sampling formula using basic hypergeometric series for reconstructing analytic functions from exponentially
spaced samples is considered. Criterion for selecting regularizing parameter and error estimates are obtained. c© 2000
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1. Introduction
A general problem of analytic continuation for functions of a complex variable can be formulated
as follows [4]:
Suppose that there exists an analytic function f(z) in a domain D of the complex plane. Some
additional information on f(z) may be given, for example, that f(z) is continuous on D, the closure
of D, and that jf(z)j<M on D. Let A and B be subsets of D such that AB, and the values of
f(z) are known on A. It is required to determine the values of f(z) on B.
It is a classical result that if A has a limit point in D, or A contains a piece of the piecewise
smooth boundary @D of D, then the analytic continuation problem has a unique solution. The solution
can be obtained either by using Taylor’s series, in case A has a limit point in D, or by the Cauchy
integral formula, if A contains a part of the boundary @D.
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However, the analytic continuation problem is, in general, ill-posed. For example, let B = D be
the unit disc, and A = (−1; 1). The analytic function f(z) =  sin (1=(i − z)) is bounded by  on
A, but blows up as z ! i in B, hence the solution of the analytic continuation problem from the
interval (−1; 1) to the unit disc does not depend continuously on the data on (−1; 1).
Therefore, regularizing techniques are sought for the problem of analytic continuation. We can
divide the problem into three classes, which require dierent regularizing techniques:
 The set A contains a part of the boundary @D. A Carleman function can be used to get a regular-
izing family of operators in this case, and the estimate of the conditional stability of the problem
is obtained in [4].
 The set A contains a subdomain of D. The problem can be reduced to an integral equation of the
rst kind or can be regularized by using the Taylor series. The estimate of conditional stability
of the problem comes out from the Hadamard theorem. For details see [4].
 The set A contains a subset of D. In this case no regularizing family of operators for the problem
in general setting is known, except for few special cases.
If B = D is the whole complex plane, A is the whole real line, and f(z) is an entire function
of exponential type , whose restriction on A is square integrable, then the Whittaker{Kotel’nikov{
Shannon sampling formula [1,3]
f(z) =
1X
n=−1
sin (x − n=)
(x − n=) f

n


(1)
can be used to obtain a regularizing family of operators.
In [5,6] it was shown how basic hypergeometric series, or q-series, can be employed to obtain cer-
tain regularizing families of operators for the case, when D=fz; jzj<Rg; B=(0; R); A=(0; h); h<R,
and similarly for D=fz; jzj<Rg; B=(−R; 0); A=(−h; 0); h<R. In [6] the following two sampling
operators using basic hypergeometric series [2] have been introduced
R1; qf(z) =
1
(1− (h=z); q)1
1X
n=0
qn(n−1)=2((h=z)− 1)n
(q; q)n
f(qnh); (2)
R2; qf(z) =

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
n=0
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
f(qnh); (3)
whereas in [5] another sampling operator is considered
Rqf(z) =
((h− z)=(az + h); q)1
((az − ah)=(az + h); q)1
1X
n=0
(−a; q)n
(q; q)n

h− z
az + h
n
f(qnh): (4)
Here 0<q< 1 and a 6= q−n for n= 0; 1; : : : : The q-shifted factorial (a; q)n is dened by
(a; q)n =
(
1; n= 0
(1− a)(1− aq)    (1− aqn−1); n= 1; 2; : : : : (5)
Also
(a; q)1 =
1Y
n=0
(1− aqn): (6)
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If a=0 formula (4) becomes (3), whereas as a!1 formula (4) becomes (2). It is shown [5,6] that
with a suitable choice of q the sampling operators (2){(4) become regularizing families of operators
for the corresponding analytic continuation problem, where the interval (0;minf2h; Rg) should be
taken as the set B if the sampling formula (3) is used.
In this paper we show that the truncation of the sampling operator (3) can be used to solve
the problem of analytic continuation in case DR = fz; jzj<Rg; B = DR \ fz; jz − hj<hg, and
A = (0; h); h6R. A criterion for selecting the regularizing parameter q and a stability estimate are
obtained. For an estimate of the conditional stability of the problem see [4]. For example, in the
case R=1; h61=4, if jf(z)j61 on D1, and jf(z)j6 on A, it follows from that conditional stability
estimate that jf(z)j6(2)(ln 6−ln 7)=(ln h−ln 2) on D1.
2. Approximation error
Let jz − hj<h. We have
R2; qzk =

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
n=0
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
qknhk
= hk

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
n=0
[(1− (z=h))qk]n
(q; q)n
: (7)
Applying the formula
(a; q)n =
(a; q)1
(aqn; q)1
(8)
and the q-summation theorem [2]
1X
n=0
zn
(q; q)n
=
1
(z; q)1
; jzj< 1; (9)
(q-analogue of the exponential function ez and its Taylor series), since j(1−(z=h))qk j< 1, we obtain
R2; qzk = hk
(1− (z=h); q)1
((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1
= hk

1− z
h
; q

k
= z(h+ (z − h)q)    (h+ (z − h)qk−1): (10)
Lemma 1. Let f(x) be bounded on (0; h]. Then R2; qf(z) is an analytic function in the open disk
jz − hj<h.
Proof. Since f is bounded on (0; h], there exists a positive number M such that jf(qnh)j<M for
all n= 0; 1; : : : : Hence, 1(1− (z=h); q)1R2; qf(z)
6M
1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n
: (11)
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By the ratio test the power series on the right-hand side of (11) converges for any complex z in the
open disk jz− hj<h. Since the function (1− (z=h); q)1 is an entire function, the function R2; qf(z)
is analytic in jz − hj<h.
Lemma 2. Let f(z) be analytic in the disc DR = fz; jzj<Rg; and
f(z) =
1X
n=0
anzn; z 2 DR; (12)
then
R2; qf(z) =
1X
n=0
anR2; qzn; z 2 B= DR \ fz; jz − hj<hg: (13)
Proof. Let 0<R0<R. Since f(z) is analytic in the closed disk DR0 = fz; jzj6R0g, it is bounded
there: jf(z)j<M , and moreover, if f(z) =P1n=0 anzn, then the coecients satisfy the Cauchy in-
equality
janj6MRn0
; n= 0; 1; : : : : (14)
From formulas (14) and (9) we have
1X
n=0
1X
k=0
(1− (z=h))n(q; q)n akqnkhk
6
1X
k=0
Mhk
Rk0
1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n
qnk
= M
1X
k=0
hk
(j1− (z=h)jqk ; q)1Rk0
=
M
(j1− (z=h)j; q)1
1X
k=0
1− zh
 ; q

k
hk
Rk0
; jz − hj<h: (15)
Applying the ratio test we conclude that the series
1X
k=0
1− zh
 ; q

k
hk
Rk0
converges for any z. Hence, the double series
1X
n=0
1X
k=0
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
ak qnk hk
converges absolutely in the domain jz−hj<h; jzj6R0; and therefore, we can interchange the order
of summation in the iterated double series to get
R2; qf(z) =

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
n=0
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
1X
k=0
akqnkhk
=

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
k=0
akhk
1X
n=0
(qk(1− (z=h)))n
(q; q)n
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=

1− z
h
; q

1
1X
k=0
akhk
1
((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1
=
1X
k=0
akhk

1− z
h
; q

k
=
1X
k=0
akR2; qzk ; jz − hj<h; jzj6R0: (16)
Therefore, Lemma 2 is proved since R0 is arbitrarily close to R.
Lemma 3. Let jz − hj<h. Then;
jR2; qzk − zk j6(1− q)k(k − 1)2 maxfh
k ; jzjkg: (17)
Proof. We observe that the inequality holds for k = 0; 1. Suppose it is true for k. Then
jR2; qzk+1 − zk+1j6 j(h+ (z − h)qk)R2; qzk − (h+ (z − h)qk)zk j+ j(h+ (z − h)qk)zk − zk+1j
6 jh+ (z − h)qk jjR2; qzk − zk j+ jzjk jz − hj(1− qk):
Since jz − hj<h6maxfh; jzjg; 1− qk6(1− q)k, and jh+ (z − h)qk j6maxfh; jzjg we have
jR2; qzk+1 − zk+1j6maxfh; jzjgjR2; qzk − zk j+ (1− q) k maxfhk+1; jzjk+1g
= (1− q)k(k + 1)
2
maxfhk+1; jzjk+1g:
Theorem 4. Let f(z) be analytic in the disc DR. Denote by K a compact subset of the set B.
Then;
R2; qf(z)− f(z) = O(1− q); q! 1−; (18)
uniformly on K .
Proof. Let T1 = supfh; jzj; z 2 Kg, then T1<R. Therefore, there exists T such that T1<T <R.
Since f(z) is analytic on the closed disk DT , by the Cauchy inequality we have
janj6MTn ; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
where an are Taylor’s coecients of f(z) =
P1
n=0 anz
n; jzj<R: Consequently,
jR2; qf(z)− f(z)j6
1X
n=0
janjjR2; qzn − znj
6
1X
n=0
M
Tn
(1− q)n(n− 1)
2
max
z2K
fhn; jzjng
= (1− q)M
1X
n=0
n(n− 1)
2

T1
T
n
= (1− q) MTT
2
1
(T − T1)3 : (19)
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3. Truncation operator
We now denote the truncation sampling operator by
Rk2; qf(z) =

1− z
h
; q

k
k−1X
n=0
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
f(qnh): (20)
Theorem 5. Let T2 = supz2K j1− (z=h)j; and
k >
1
ln T2

ln(1− q) + 1
1− q ln(1− q) +
1
1− q ln(1− T2) +
1
q− 1

: (21)
Then;
k Rk2; qf(z)− f(z) kL1(K) =O(1− q); q! 1− : (22)
Proof. From the denition of K it is easy to see that T2< 1. We have
jR2; qf(z)− Rk2; qf(z)j6 jR2; qf(z)j
1− 1((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1

+


1− z
h
; q

k
1X
n=k
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
f(qnh)
= I1 + I2:
We begin by considering I1.
Since, 1 + a6ea when a> 0, we have

1− z
h

qk ; q

1
6
1Y
i=0

1 +
1− zh
 qk+i

6
1Y
i=0
(1 + qk+i)
6 exp
 1X
i=0
qk+i
!
= exp
qk
1− q : (23)
Also, because (1− a)(1− b)>1− ab for any positive a; b, we obtain
1Y
i=0
(1− ai)>1−
1Y
i=0
ai:
Therefore,

1− z
h

qk ; q

1
>
1Y
i=0

1−
1− zh
 qk+i

>
1Y
i=0
(1− qk+i)
= 1−
1X
i=0
qk+i = 1− q
k
1− q :
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Since,Arg

1−

1− z
h

qk
 =
Arg

1− qk + z
h
qk

6 qk jArg zj6
2
qk ;
we haveArg

1− z
h

qk ; q

1
 =

1X
i=0
Arg

1−

1− z
h

qk+i

6

2
1X
i=0
qk+i =

2
qk
1− q ;
since for k large enough (=2) qk=(1− q)< . Because
jrei − 1j6jr(ei − 1)j+ jr − 1j6rjj+ jr − 1j;
we obtain 1((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1 − 1
6
 1((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1

−Arg

1− z
h

qk ; q

1

+
 1j((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1j − 1

6
1
1− (qk=(1− q))

2
qk
1− q
+max
(
1
1− (qk=(1− q)) − 1; 1− exp
qk
q− 1
)
:
Since 1− a< e−a for positive a we have
1− exp q
k
q− 16
qk
1− q (24)
and therefore,
max
(
1
1− (qk=(1− q)) − 1; 1− exp
qk
q− 1
)
=
1
1− (qk=(1− q)) − 1 =
(qk=(1− q))
1− (qk=(1− q)) : (25)
Hence, 1((1− (z=h))qk ; q)1 − 1
6 qk1− q

(=2) + 1
1− (qk=(1− q))

<
qk
1− q
3
1− (qk=(1− q)) : (26)
Consequently, applying formula (19) we get
I16 jR2; qf(z)j q
k
1− q
3
1− (qk=(1− q))
6
"
jf(z)j+ (1− q) MTT
2
1
(T − T1)3
#
qk
1− q
3
1− (qk=(1− q)) :
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If q is close to 1, and k satises inequality (21), then
k >
2 ln(1− q)− ln 2
ln q
; (27)
so we have
qk <
(1− q)2
2
; 1− q
k
1− q >
1
2
;
and
I1 = 3(1− q)
"
jf(z)j+ (1− q) MTT
2
1
(T − T1)3
#
=O(1− q): (28)
Now, consider I2. It is easy to estimate j(1− (z=h); q)k j. Indeed,

1− z
h
; q

k
6
k−1Y
j=0

1 +
1− zh
 qj

6
k−1Y
j=0
(1 + qj)
6 exp
0
@k−1X
j=0
qj
1
A= exp 1− qk
1− q 6exp
1
1− q : (29)
On the other hand, because jf(z)j<M on K , and (qn; q)k>(q; q)k>(q; q)1, we get
1X
n=k
(1− (z=h))n
(q; q)n
f(qnh)
6M
1− zh

k 1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n(qn; q)k
6M
j1− (z=h)jk
(q; q)k
1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n
6M
j1− (z=h)jk
(q; q)1(j1− (z=h)j; q)1
6M
Tk2
(q; q)1(T2; q)1
=M
Tk2Q1
i=0 (1− qqi)(1− T2qi)
:
The inequality 1− ax>(1− x)a for 06a; x61 yields
M
Tk2Q1
i=0 (1− qqi)(1− T2qi)
6
MTk2Q1
i=0 (1− q)qi(1− T2)qi
= MTk2 (1− q)1=(q−1)(1− T2)1=(q−1); (30)
therefore, from (29) and (30) we get
I26MTk2 [(1− q)(1− T2)e−1]1=(q−1): (31)
Since k satises condition (21) we have
k ln T2 +
1
q− 1ln(1− q) +
1
q− 1ln(1− T2) +
1
1− q6ln(1− q):
Consequently,
Tk2 [(1− q)(1− T2)e−1]1=(q−1)6(1− q) (32)
or I2 = O(1− q). Theorem 5 is proved.
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4. Regularizing parameter and stability error
Suppose instead of exact f, only a perturbed f is given on (0; h). In addition, a priori perturbed
error is known
k f − f kL1(0; h) <:
We show that with a suitable choice of parameters k and q the truncation operators Rk2; q will provide
a regularizing family of operators. Indeed, we have
Theorem 6. Let k satisfy inequality (21) and
A> 1− ln(1− T2): (33)
Then;
k Rk2;1+A=ln f − f kL1(K) =O

− 1
ln 

: (34)
Proof. We have
k Rk2; qf − f kL1(K) 6 k Rk2; q(f − f) kL1(K) + k Rk2; qf − f kL1(K) :
If k satises inequality (21) then from Theorem 5 we get
k Rk2; qf − f kL1(K) =O(1− q); q! 1− :
The other term can be estimated as follows:
jRk2; q(f − f)(z)j6


1− z
h
; q

k

k−1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n
jf(qnh)− f(qnh)j
6 


1− z
h
; q

k

1X
n=0
j1− (z=h)jn
(q; q)n
6 
1
(j1− (z=h)j; q)1 exp
1
1− q
6 (1− T2)1=(q−1) exp 11− q
=  exp

1
1− q (1− ln(1− T2))

:
Consequently,
k Rk2; qf − f kL1(K) =O(1− q) +  exp
1− ln(1− T2)
1− q : (35)
Take
q= 1 +
A
ln 
; (36)
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we have 1− q=O(−(1=ln )) and
k Rk2;1+(A=ln )f − f kL1(K) =O

− 1
ln 

+  exp

− ln 
A
[1− ln(1− T2)]

=O

− 1
ln 

+ 1−[1−ln(1−T2)]=A =O
−1
ln 

;
provided 1− (1− ln(1− T2))=A> 0, that is satised because of (33).
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